
MODULE 3, EX 1
OFFER DESIGN WORKSHEET

PART 1: OFFER CONCEPT - What’s the Outcome?

Fancy marketing words not needed here!

1. Consider your Next Level Client, the one who can most fully receive your
gifts and get the intended result: (this should be a review/summary of
previous work)

a. What are their most obvious, top-of-mind, pressing pains?

b. What do they most want instead?

c. And what is the ULTIMATE thing they really want, like if they
worked with you for a couple years (look back at your
Transformational Journey to answer this, or you might already
have a longer program that answers this desire)

Example from my biz (Transformational Group Leaders Mastermind): A biz
where they’re fully bringing their gifts to the world in the form of easy-to-fill
group programs, earning twice what they are now, and taking Fridays off (at
least).

2. Bust out your Transformational Journey notes, and jot down here: What
are all the things you help folks accomplish on the road to the bigger
transformation? (this might be repetitive of the Journey, but you may
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come up with more things here. If it feels repetitive, just use your notes
from the Transformational Journey module).

Examples from my biz:

● Create a front door group program
● Create a flagship (longer term) program
● Learn how to message effectively so people sign up for your

programs
● Figure out your “just enough” rhythm for emailing and posting on

social that fills your programs
● Reduce time and energy spent on sales calls while increasing

your conversion rate
● Learn to confidently and skillfully design & facilitate groups
● Learn how to grow your community/leads without it taking all

your time
● Learn to design retreats effectively
● Figure out your team and systems so you can work less and serve

better
● Learn to create diversity in your groups and how to facilitate

inclusively
● Step into your role as leader

3. Look at your list, and now, pick out a few that have very tangible
outcomes that you could deliver a meaningful and tangible result on in
3 days to 3 months time.

If you’re stuck here, you can look at the WAYS you help folks, the
strategies you use, and see how you might apply one of your tools to
help your clients get what they really want.
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4. Pick a winner! Here’s some criteria you can use:

a. Which one makes sense as the precursor to everything else you
teach? What must they do first, to get the ultimate
transformation, what’s the basic foundational stuff that opens up
the opportunity for more growth?

b. What is going to give the most amazing, impactful result for your
client?

c. What juices you up? What do you really WANT to do?

d. What feels easiest?

e. What does your GUT say?

If there’s not an obvious choice, you can either pick the one that feels the
most right and move forward with it, knowing that you may end up testing
another concept later. Or, you can ask some ideal clients which one is most
juicy to them before proceeding.

Example from my biz: This program! Teaching folks how to create a front door
transformational group program.

I could have also decided to teach people how to design a retreat first or how
to grow their community. But for the bigger result I’m aiming for with my
clients, it made the most sense to choose creating the “front door.”
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PART 2: REFINE YOUR CHOICE

In this section, you don’t need to focus so much on the perfect marketing
language either, but it’s a good opportunity to start writing with that kind of
detail and clarity.

1. What’s the specific, detailed result they get from the offering you
chose in a phrase/sentence? What’s the Yes? You’ll have lots of ideas,
list them all, as they are all potential options for how you’ll
message/position this in the next section (and how you message it
depends on what’s going to land best with your ideal client, which you
still need to figure out through testing.)

Some examples of results for various programs:

● Group program launched and a few clients enrolled
● Your creative art birthed and on display at your art show
● Total clarity and zero stress about what to eat and avoid for your

gut issues
● Release your biggest money block and open the floodgates to

double your income
● Speaking on your dream stage with confidence
● Learn to diffuse/avoid arguments with your partner before they

happen
● Get through the threenager tantrum phase without losing your

patience/mind

2. Now bring it back… What’s the specific Yuck or pain it addresses?
Again, there will be more than one, and which one you focus on in your
messaging will depend on what resonates most for your ideal, next
level client. Get into their head here, and imagine how they would state
the problem that your program solves.

Examples from my biz:

● I’m so full with private clients but I don’t know how to start a
group and fill it
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● I’ve tried groups but it was so time consuming, and I barely
earned anything from it

● I only enrolled 3 people for my last group
● I’m so sick of not knowing what to do marketing-wise to fill my

programs
● I’ve got this thing I need to birth, but I don’t know how to

structure it
● I don’t know how to thread all my modalities and trainings

together into something people want

3. What’s your bridge from the Yuck to the Yes? Also known as the
solution, it’s not your whole “process” or Transformational Journey, but
it’s the OUTCOME that is created by it. What’s the mechanism that gets
them to the result? It’s the less sexy part (but it’s necessary), and has
something to do with how you work.

This is the most nuanced part of this, and it might not be obvious right
away. We’ll work on it!

You CAN name it if it feels easy… but DO NOT get caught up in that (my
bridge does not have a name yet!). It should be a statement of the
result of the Bridge, plus if you like, you can add a word like plan,
system, pathway, method, remedy, technique or approach.

Examples with some sample names for them:

● A business model that cuts your work time in half (Time Freedom
System)

● Tapping into your empathy to hold your power onstage
(Empathic Power)

● A way to structure your day so you get everything important
done (Handled Calendar)

● A method for getting out of your head and into your heart (Heart
Creation)

● A way to communicate with your child when they’re raging
(Compassionate Connection)

● A deep awareness of your innate beingness as love (Live Love
Awareness)
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● A mindset shift to hold dietary restrictions with gratitude and
care (Calm Choice Method)

● Simple, low-tech, non-stressful launching style - (Low Key
Launch)(this is one of mine)

For this program, I’m considering something like… Sweet Spot Offer...
because it’s about nailing your audience and offer so groups are easier
to enroll and run, which gets you to the ultimate goal of
transformational groups without overgiving and under charging. This
whole module system you’re doing has a goal of you creating this sweet
spot offer. Need a better name tho :)

For my mastermind, the bridge is the Burnout-free Business Model.
That’s the mechanism by which people get the outcome of a business
where half to all of your revenues comes from transformational groups,
and you double your profits and take Fridays off.

4. What’s different about how you do it? This is where you look at what
folks DON’T like about how they’ve tried to solve the problem, and how
you can help them do it in a different way.

You can employ the “without” statement here. This is one of the main
ways you can incorporate both the YUCK AND differentiate yourself.

This one may also not be clear… you’ll experiment and figure it out over
time.

● Without overgiving, hustling, or undercharging
● Without yo-yo diets and intense exercise regimes
● Without stressing every moment about what to eat
● Without spending 6 years in therapy
● Without “daily art practices” that never happen
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PART 3: OFFER STATEMENT (Messaging)

Ok, now it’s time to write your offer statement and get all word-smithy. Your
offer statement is simply a short statement of the result, and it may also
include your differentiator (the “without” statement). It doesn’t include
everything above!

This is what you’re going to test with potential clients. Know that it will evolve
over time and will not be perfect right away. I still have multiple versions of
mine I test out.

The basic structure is “You’ll get/do/have this, without all that.”

You don’t HAVE to write it this way, it’s just a guide.

You can also use a “while” statement instead of a “without” statement as that
can also imply what’s different about your offer.

You may end up with a few different versions to test - that’s great. You’ll have
the opportunity to test them.

You can also include your next-level client in this as well, for example, “I help
XX type of person get YY type of result, without all the ZZ.”

Remember these Offer Statement Basics:

● Make sure the GAP between Yuck and Yes is clear (but, you don’t
need to harp on the pain: oftentimes, the YUCK is simply embedded in
the YES. So if you’re clear about the outcome, the pain is implied. It can
also be brought in through the “without” statement.)

● Don’t sell the bridge. Stay away from detailed “how” or process. In
most cases, you won’t name the bridge/mechanism in the offer
statement. There are exceptions, especially if it’s something they really
want, it can be helpful to include it. It can also sometimes illuminate the
Yuck and the Yes.

● Address their objections about how they’re used to doing it while
differentiating yourself using a without or while statement
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● Be specific, paint a visual picture, go into detail!

Examples:

● Synthesize your most powerful work into intimate, transformational
group programs, without hustling, overgiving or undercharging.

● Launch your soul art into the world at a public show of your creation -
without self-sabotage or freaking out

● Transform your empathic gifts into resilient, empowered leadership -
without over-tapping your resources or nervous system overload

● Get your kiddo to school on time each morning, without derailing your
entire day or hating yourself afterwards

● Learn to speak your needs and get them met with love and respect,
without 6 years of couples therapy

● Double your revenues with group programs while cutting your hours
down to 3 days/week.

● Learn to be fully present with your grief and loss, while still finding joy in
the everyday moments that used to light you up.

And, here are some examples for THIS program. You can see how these are all
ways to message or position the SAME offer ;)

● Synthesize your most powerful work into a transformational group

program -- without hustling, over giving or undercharging.

● Design an intensive group program or retreat that seamlessly segues
into your long term, high ticket programs.

● Leverage the magic of transformational group programs to give you
back hours of time and double your revenues.

● Weave your most powerful work into an easy-to-fill transformational
group program… without over-giving or under-charging.

Ok, your turn! Write your own and PLEASE share them in our group for
feedback!
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